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ABSTRACT
Colorectal cancer is the fourth-most prominent cause of cancer related fatalities across the globe. Conventional
electrocautery techniques used in the resection of colon tissue cause a relatively high degree of collateral damage to the
healthy tissues bordering the target sites. Ultrafast infrared lasers offer significantly improved localisation in the ablation
of such biological tissues arising from a plasma-mediated ablation mechanism. This improved localisation is two-fold,
with lateral confinement and precise depth control being advantageous in minimising thermal necrosis and avoiding
bowel perforation respectively.
Various laser scanning strategies and optical elements have been investigated, with the intent to exploit the inherent
advantages offered from applying photonics to these procedures. Evaluation of the corresponding ablation characteristics
was carried out using three-dimensional optical profilometry and histological analysis. If adopted in operating theatres,
surgeons could benefit from more control when carrying out resection of neoplasia in the mucosal or submucosal layers
of colon tissue, compared to previous electrocautery methods.
Keywords: Ultrafast, laser surgery, plasma-mediated ablation, tissue, fibre delivery, laser, infrared, cancer.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrashort pulsed lasers have been incorporated successfully into various medical procedures, offering precise resection
with minimal thermal damage to the adjacent tissue surrounding the surgical zone. Previous methods involved using
continuous wave (CW) lasers, long pulsed lasers or electrocautery tools which have all been shown to be prone to higher
degrees of thermal damage1.
Conventional laser based surgical modalities rely on the linear absorption of the laser pulse2. As a result the thermal
ablation and necrosis observed on the tissue depends on the energy and the wavelength of the incident laser. The laser
pulse is absorbed by the tissue chromophore, leading to the significant thermal damage courtesy of the heating and
vaporization of the targeted tissue which occurs. This surgical modality is therefore not suitable for bowel resection
where higher precision and control is required.
Surgical procedures upon the thin structures within the human body require high precision, minimising necrotic tissue
margins to avoid severe complications. For example, precise control of both the lateral extent of necrotic tissue and depth
of resection are of paramount importance in bowel surgery, as bowel perforation leads to high rates of morbidity and
even potential mortality. To investigate optimal processing parameters and setups, picosecond laser processing strategies
with high fluence values (above the plasma formation threshold) are used to resect the tissue of a porcine model3,4.
Hollow-core negative-curvature optical fibres have demonstrated delivery of such appropriately high energy densities at
infrared wavelengths5. These offer the potential for picosecond pulse delivery while maintaining low bend radii making
them ideally suited for minimally invasive applications.
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Another prom
mising, recent development
d
w
within
the fieldd of minimally invasive surgery is the appliccation of Besseel beams
towards tissuue ablation6. It has been well documented thhat the most effficient techniquue to generate a Bessel beam
m
involves illum
minating an ax
xicon with a Gaaussian beam. In
I reality, this generates
g
a “quuasi-Bessel beaam”, as the
conventionall definition of a propagation invariant
i
Besseel beam would require an infiinite amount off energy input.
Regardless, the
t improved depth-of-focus
d
offered by a Bessel beam is linked
l
to the noon-diffractive nature
n
of the coore. This
leads to a moore consistent intensity profilee, which has allready shown promise
p
in matterial processinng applications, where
the use of a quasi-Bessel
q
beeam (opposed to
t a Gaussian beam)
b
has resuulted in improvved ablation rattes and increaseed
aspect ratios of the resultan
nt ablation crateers7.
These traits are
a particularly
y appealing whhen applied to biological
b
tissuues, as the “sellf-limiting” proopagation of thhe quasiBessel beamss means that th
hey have the pootential to offeer precise depthh control. This, paired with thhe inhomogeneeous and
highly scatterring nature of biological
b
tissuues, makes them
m ideally suiteed for carrying out photoablattion in variouss surgical
procedures.

2. METHOD
DOLOGY & RESULTS
m, variable reppetition rates off 60 kHz
The laser useed is commerciially available and has a centtral wavelengthh of 1028±5 nm
to 1 MHz annd tunable pulse widths rannging from 232 fs to 10 ps.. A maximum average poweer of 5 W andd a base
repetition ratte of 60 kHz was
w predominantly used forr the ablation trials.
t
Examples of histological images off ablated
porcine colonn tissue section
ns are shown inn figure 2.

1 mm
m
Figuure 2: Histology image of laser ablated
a
section off ex-vivo porcinee colon tissue wiith 20 kHz pulsee repetition rate.
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Recent work has involved testing various axicons of differing physical angles. The outputs of these axicons were aligned
with a 5x magnification reimaging setup. After carrying out some theoretical modelling of the axial intensity profiles for
the axicons some laser resection studies were carried out on ex-vivo porcine colon tissue samples. The corresponding
ablation characteristics were evaluated using three-dimensional optical profilometry and histopathology.
Comparing the quasi-Bessel beam ablation profiles to the Gaussian ones, higher aspect ratios were achieved using
ultrashort pulses with the reimaged axicon setup. The average aspect ratio obtained with these parameters was
approximately 3:1. These ultrashort pulse-widths benefitted from a higher degree of lateral confinement. However, for
minimally invasive applications efficient fibre delivery is necessary. With this context it becomes clear that longer pulse
lengths would be desirable, as nonlinear effects that are encountered in the fibre when delivering high peak power pulses
in the femtosecond regime could be avoided.

3. CONCLUSION
The soft-tissue ablation trials using quasi-Bessel beams have shown some initial promise, as these have showcased welldefined crater boundaries and minimal induced thermal damage. They allow the intensity profiles to be tailored to the
surgical modality required.
However, longer pulse widths will be required to fully utilise the potential of these surgical modalities, as this will enable
efficient fibre delivery. The unmodified output of the axicons will be tested as higher output intensities are necessary for
plasma-formation to occur with these longer pulse widths in the picosecond regime.
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